
Kim Dumaine & Dr

An Evening of Channeled Wisdom

Living in the Light
A Guide to an Enlightened Life

Saturday, February 27

3375 E. 

Are you ready to truly embrace the light? Are you willing to 'walk the talk'? Join with Trance Medium, Kim 

Dumaine and the wise Spirit Teacher, Dr. Peebles as together we explore what it really means to live "in 

the light". Is it just a superficial, new age phrase that we toss around?  Or is it a conscious and highly 

spiritual way we choose to live?  Gain

concrete, tangible ways. Discover how to draw more light to you as a powerful tool on your path to 

enlightenment. Topics include the following and more
 

• Techniques to bring the light into all aspects of your life

• Characteristics of a light-filled life

• How to become more soul

• Using light to heal - body, mind and spirit

Register at:
Email:  Kim@KimD
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